Join the Kindness Movement
You Can Make a Difference
We Can Make a Kinder World

Ideas for Small Business
Kindness Receiving Cards

Thank Kindness: Use the Kindness Receiving Cards to thank a mentor and let them know how much you appreciate their encouragement and advice.

Keep Track of Kindness: Use the Kindness Receiving Cards to document all the Acts of Kindness and mindful attitudes displayed in the workplace that month. Take time to discuss some of these to boost morale.

Feed Kindness: Bring coffee or a tasty treat to others in your building. Attach a Kindness Receiving Card to the cup or packaging to let them know that they’re appreciated.

Kindness Gift: Leave an anonymous gift for someone at your workplace. Attach a Kindness Receiving Card to the gift for the recipient to enjoy.

Appreciate Kindness: Bring a beverage or baked goods to janitor at your workplace and strike up a conversation with them. Hand them a Kindness Receiving Card as you part and thank them for their services.